
HOW TO ENGAGE 
BOARDS IN EFFECTIVE

POLICY CHANGE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At our last meeting, Ramsey asked members to try one new idea on policy change and report back at our next meeting. Did anyone take Ramsey up on his challenge and would you like to share? 



BOARD MISSION 
& PURPOSE

• Boards must grasp the organization's mission and purpose.
• Tools like board effectiveness review and survey assess board 

effectiveness.
• Questionnaires pinpoint gaps in mission alignment.
• Criteria include strategy alignment and stakeholder 

accountability.
• Boards should evaluate members for effectiveness traits.

Tip: To enhance board effectiveness in governance, prioritize a 
comprehensive board assessment process.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is not a cut-and-dry how-to, but rather, it examines whether your organization is struggling with how your board is approaching policy change. The struggles are likely grounded in your board structure. All effective boards should clearly know the mission and purpose of the organization they represent. An organization’s mission drives it, while the purpose is why it is motivated. Board effectiveness review and board effectiveness surveys are two useful tools to see how closely your board adheres to the organization’s mission. When assessing gaps in board mission and purpose, board effectiveness questionnaires are quite useful. Focus on criteria such as alignment with organizational strategy, stakeholder accountability, and the proper definition of your organization’s goals.Once the gaps have been identified, boards should begin evaluating who possesses the traits of an effective board member. Tip: To enhance board effectiveness in governance, prioritize a comprehensive board assessment process. 



BOARD 
MEMBERSHIP

• People are central to organizations' success.
• Improve board effectiveness by considering board members.
• Diversity encompasses more than gender and ethnicity.
• Include diverse abilities and engagement.
• Schedule at least one annual meeting for collaboration and 

goal-setting.

Tip: Consider developing a board composition matrix

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
People are at the heart of any organization. Consider the people who work on your board when thinking about how to improve board effectiveness. Many organizational boards now have diversity and gender requirements. However, diversity is more than simply gender and ethnicity; it is also about having board engagement and a wide set of abilities on your board. Therefore, to foster collaboration and set clear objectives, it’s advisable for boards to schedule at least one meeting per year dedicated to these crucial goals.Board matrices are useful tools in helping boards identify what talents the board currently has and how to approach filling the gaps of the skills they’re lacking. While board matrices give boards a good start on the types of individuals they should be looking for to assist them with their work, boards shouldn’t rely on matrices alone to compose the most effective board of directors.



BOARD GOVERNANCE
• Effective board governance sets organizational tone.
• Board leader or lead independent director distributes duties.
• Critical roles allocation supports governance.
• Overlooking structural flaws can hinder board operation.

Tip: Create specialized board committees, such as governance 
committees
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Effective board governance is essential for setting the correct organizational tone. To support board effectiveness and governance, the board leader or lead independent director must distribute duties and critical roles of the board. While structural flaws are frequently overlooked, they might cause problems with the board’s operation.Tip: Create specialized board committees, such as audit, compensation, and governance committees. Also, consider pointing out individual directors and new board members as a part of board development. 



DO YOU NEED A POLICY 
ON POLICIES?
The key elements for a policy on policies are:

• Policy hierarchy: Documentation defining the organization’s activities in 
order of precedence.

• Policy development process: Requirements for creating policies, procedures, 
etc., including process maps and templates.

• Roles and responsibilities: Information on involved individuals, their tasks, 
and approval authority for policies and procedures.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Policy hierarchy – sets out the documentation that defines and governs the organization’s activities, listed in order of precedencePolicy and procedure development process – sets out the requirements for creating policies, procedures, etc., including process maps and document templatesRoles and responsibilities – information about who is involved in developing policies and what they do, as well as who has the authority to approve policies and procedures for publication and distribution.
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